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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) is a rhizomatous, cool-season perennial grass.  
It is a native of Eurasia, introduced into cool humid climates for turfgrass usage all over the 
world (Beard, 1973).  Kentucky bluegrass is the most important and most widely used cool-
season turfgrass in the United States (Beard, 1973; Christians, 2004).  It spreads via 
underground stems (rhizomes), asexually by apomictic seed development, and by a certain 
degree of sexual development.  The main propagation method for Kentucky bluegrass is by 
seed.  It holds many advantages over other cool-season grasses, including better color, 
density, mowing quality, and it has good disease resistance when cultured properly.  
Kentucky bluegrass can be found on sports fields, golf courses, parks, cemeteries, 
schoolyards, and any other area where a quality stand of turf is desired.   
Transgenic crops have become more commonly accepted over the last decade in the 
United States, which grows more genetically modified crops than any other country (James, 
2002).  There are several forms of genetically modified crops.  However, herbicide resistant 
plants make up the vast majority of crops planted (James, 2002), especially those resistant to 
nonselective herbicides with the active ingredient glyphosate.  Glyphosate-resistant 
agricultural crops, such as corn (Zea mays L.) and soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.], which 
are grown and harvested annually, have already been developed.  Glyphosate-resistant 
creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera L.), developed by The Scotts Company (Marysville, 
OH) and Monsanto, LLC (St. Louis, MO), is one of the first perennial transgenic crops 
produced and has undergone extensive evaluation (Fei and Nelson, 2003, 2004; Gardner et 
al., 2003, 2004, 2006; Dant et al., 2005).  Its release is contingent upon deregulation. 
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The Scotts Company and Monsanto, LLC have recently developed a transgenic line 
of Kentucky bluegrass that is resistant to glyphosate and has reduced growth due to the 
insertion of a GA2-oxidase gene.  The glyphosate resistance would simplify the control of 
many annual and perennial grassy and broadleaf weeds in stands of Kentucky bluegrass.  The 
inclusion of the GA2-oxidase gene, which is responsible for a dwarfing, reduced-elongation 
phenotype, could potentially reduce costly labor and fuel usage.  Until now, there have been 
no evaluations done with the newly transformed Kentucky bluegrass lines.   
Glyphosate [N-(phosphonomethyl) glycine] is a broad-spectrum herbicide toxic to 
plants, fungi, and bacteria (Gresshoff, 1979).  It rapidly binds to soil, decreasing its 
likelihood to leach.  Glyphosate binds to and inhibits the activity of 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-
3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS, EPSP synthase) (E.C. 2.5.1.19) (Amrhein et al., 1980a).  
EPSPS is a chloroplast-localized enzyme of the shikimate pathway (della Cioppa et al., 1986) 
and catalyzes the reaction of shikimate-3-phosphate (S3P) and phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to 
form 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate (EPSP) and phosphate (Padgette et al., 1995).  
The application of glyphosate inhibits EPSP synthase and prevents the production of 
aromatic amino acids essential for synthesis of proteins and secondary metabolites (Amrhein 
et al., 1980b; Padgette et al., 1995).  Aromatic amino acids include phenylalanine, tyrosine, 
and tryptophan, while secondary metabolites include tetrahydrofolate, ubiquinone, and 
vitamin K (Alibhai and Stallings, 2001).  Glyphosate resistance in glyphosate-resistant crops 
is conferred by a gene (cp4 epsps) from Agrobacterium sp. strain CP4 that produces a type of 
EPSPS with reduced sensitivity to glyphosate (Padgette et al., 1995).  Pline-Srnic (2006) 
reports that the CP4-EPSPS is the most glyphosate-resistant enzyme known to date.   
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Gibberellins (GAs) are tetracyclic diterpenoid phytohormones involved in various 
stages of plant development (Sakamoto et al., 2001, 2004; Singh et al., 2002).  Gibberellins 
are actually considered to be involved in nearly all stages of plant development (Hedden and 
Phillips, 2000), including leaf expansion, seed germination, flower and fruit development, 
and the mediation of environmental signals (Biemelt et al., 2004).  GA2-oxidase, a GA 
catabolic enzyme in plants, is responsible for decreasing stem elongation.  Presence of GA2-
oxidase in the plant catalyzes both the bioactive GAs and their immediate precursors 
(Sakamoto et al., 2001, 2003, 2004; Biemelt et al., 2004), thus producing dwarfed plants.  
Sakamoto et al. (2001) found that the expression of GA2-oxidase in rice (Oryza sativa L.) 
resulted in smaller leaves, reduced stem growth, and delayed reproductive development.   
 Lee (1996) has thoroughly documented transformation methods for turfgrasses.  One 
of the methods discussed, microprojectile bombardment, has seen successes in the 
transformation of grasses (Zhong et al., 1993; Hartman et al., 1994).  The transformation of 
Kentucky bluegrass via particle bombardment requires a regenerable embryogenic tissue 
culture, particle bombardment of the embryogenic callus, and selection of the transformed 
plants using a selection agent on the tissue culture medium (Lee, 1996).  Each of these 
transformation steps has the potential to create genetic variations (Barro et al., 2002).  
Phenotypic differences among transgenic lines and tissue culture lines, due to genetic 
variation induced during in vitro conditions, is termed somaclonal variation (Larkin and 
Scowcroft, 1981; Barro et al., 2002; Pitman et al., 2002; Polanco and Ruiz, 2002).  In 
addition, random transgene insertion and integration into plant genomes has the ability to 
cause chromosome breakage and rearrangement (Svitashev et al., 2002), thus producing 
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differences in phenotypes among transgenic lines.  Both of these processes can occur within 
the same plant, compounding the genetic variation and phenotypic differences.   
It is necessary to test transgenic crops in field trials to observe the plants under 
conditions similar to those used in conventional settings (Stadelmann et al., 1998) and to 
ensure the expression of the transgene in environments outside of greenhouses (Lee, 1996), 
or other controlled settings.  Kentucky bluegrass is a perennial grass species; any 
unintentional effects caused by the gene insertion and expression or the transformation 
process may have environmental consequences if released.  Lee (1996) and Johnson and 
Riordan (1999) have outlined three potential risks with the release of transgenic turfgrass: (1) 
the introduced gene for herbicide resistance causing the turfgrass to become a weed itself; (2) 
transgenic turfgrass outcrossing to other weed species, thereby spreading the gene for 
herbicide resistance; (3) resistant weeds develop by natural selection following repeat 
treatments of the same herbicide.   
This research was conducted to investigate the following objectives on reduced-
growth, glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass: (i) evaluate and compare the vegetative and 
reproductive aggressiveness of glyphosate-resistant lines of Kentucky bluegrass with that of 
their respective nontransformed, tissue culture control lines and reference Kentucky 
bluegrass cultivars when transplanted into a bare soil, spaced plant setting, and transplanted 
into a competing stand of turf to identify if the transgenic lines have any advantage over 
nontransformed lines, (ii) because of the GA2-oxidase gene, identify which, if any, of the 
transgenic lines exhibited similar qualitative and quantitative characteristics to 
nontransformed lines, and (iii) determine which transgenic line merits further research for 
potential commercial release.   
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THESIS ORGANIZATION 
This thesis is divided into four chapters.  The first chapter outlines the general scope 
of the research and why it was needed.  Chapter two is a manuscript to be submitted to Crop 
Science describing a noncompetitive, spaced plant study of reduced-growth, glyphosate-
resistant Kentucky bluegrass conducted in Ames, IA.  Chapter three is a manuscript 
submitted to Acta Horticulturae describing a collaborative field study of reduced-growth, 
glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass in a competitive setting between Iowa State 
University and the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and chapter four is a summary of 
results and overall conclusions of the research conducted.   
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ABSTRACT 
 Reduced-growth, glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) has 
recently been developed.  There has been no comparative analysis of the newly developed 
transgenic Kentucky bluegrass lines to reference cultivars or tissue culture control lines to 
determine vegetative and flower characteristic differences and similarities.  This study 
measured the vegetative and reproductive characteristics of the transgenic lines, tissue culture 
control lines, and reference cultivars during 2004 and 2005, in Ames, IA.  The study was 
conducted in a noncompetitive, nonmown, spaced plant setting.  Data collection of vegetative 
characteristics included rhizome proliferation and total plant area.  Data collection  
________________________ 
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for flower characteristics included flower phenology, reproductive structure measurements, 
and morphological characteristic measurements, including panicle length, number of 
spikelets per panicle, and flag leaf characteristics.  Transgenic lines as a group exhibited 29 
and 32% less rhizome spread than the reference cultivars and tissue culture control lines, 
respectively, in 2004 and 37 and 40% less rhizome spread than reference cultivars and tissue 
culture control lines, respectively, in 2005.  Transgenic lines as a group exhibited 45 and 
47% less colony area than reference cultivars and tissue culture control, respectively, in 
2004, while they exhibited 55 and 57% less colony area than reference cultivars and tissue 
culture control lines, respectively, in 2005.  Flower emergence times for all transgenic lines 
were comparable to their respective tissue culture control lines and reference cultivars.  
Anthesis duration for all transgenic lines was either similar or shorter than their respective 
tissue culture lines and reference cultivars.  Transgenic line Tx01-2900 showed the most 
promise for potential commercial release, while Bx01-5609 showed the least.    
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) is a rhizomatous, cool-season perennial grass.  
It is the most important and widely used cool-season turfgrass (Beard, 1973) and can be 
found on athletic fields, golf courses, cemeteries, and parks, as well as many other areas.  It 
has many desirable characteristics, including an excellent recuperative and reproductive 
capacity, which makes it an ideal turf for heavily utilized areas (Christians, 2004).    
Transgenic crops have gained increasing acceptance over the last decade in the 
United States, particularly herbicide-resistant plants which make up the highest percentage of 
genetically modified crops (James, 2002).  Glyphosate-resistant agricultural crops, such as 
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corn (Zea mays L.) and soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.], have already been made 
commercially available.  Creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera L.), one of the first 
transgenic perennial crops developed, has undergone extensive evaluation (Fei and Nelson, 
2003, 2004; Gardner et al., 2003, 2004, 2006; Dant et al., 2005), and is currently awaiting 
deregulation. 
The development of glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass by The Scotts Company 
(Marysville, OH) and Monsanto, LLC (St. Louis, MO), with the addition of a reduced-
elongation trait from a gibberellin 2-oxidase gene (GA2-oxidase), would simplify the control 
of annual and perennial grassy and broadleaf weeds in stands of Kentucky bluegrass.  The 
addition of the reduced-elongation phenotype could potentially decrease labor and fuel costs 
associated with mowing.  Until now, there have been no field evaluations done with the 
transformed Kentucky bluegrasses to evaluate potential risks of the transformed grass, as 
well as their agronomic performance.   
Glyphosate [N-(phosphonomethyl) glycine] is a broad-spectrum herbicide toxic to 
plants, fungi, and bacteria (Gresshoff, 1979), which inhibits the activity of 5-
enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS, EPSP synthase) (E.C. 2.5.1.19) 
(Amrhein et al., 1980a).  The EPSPS catalyzes the reaction of shikimate-3-phosphate (S3P) 
and phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to form 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate (EPSP) and 
phosphate (Padgette et al., 1995).  Glyphosate inhibits the EPSP synthase and prevents the 
production of aromatic amino acids essential for synthesis of proteins and secondary 
metabolites (Amrhein et al., 1980b and Padgette et al., 1995).  Glyphosate resistance in 
glyphosate-resistant crops is conferred by a gene (cp4 epsps) from Agrobacterium sp. strain 
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CP4 that produces a type of EPSPS with reduced affinity for glyphosate (Padgette et al., 
1995).   
 Gibberellins (GAs) are tetracyclic diterpenoid phytohormones involved in the 
regulation of growth and development in higher plants (Sakamoto et al., 2001, 2004; Singh et 
al., 2002).  GA 2-oxidase, a GA catabolic enzyme in plants, is responsible for decreasing 
stem elongation, as well as seed production.  Presence of GA 2-oxidase in the plant catalyzes 
bioactive GAs into biologically inactive GAs (Sakamoto et al., 2001, 2003, 2004), thus 
producing dwarfed plants.    
Transformation methods for turfgrasses have been well documented by Lee (1996).  
One method, microprojectile bombardment, has been successfully used for genetic 
transformation of grasses (Zhong et al., 1993; Hartman et al., 1994).  Transgenic Kentucky 
bluegrass plants via particle bombardment require a regenerable embryogenic tissue culture, 
particle bombardment of the embryogenic callus, and selection of transformed plants using a 
selection agent on the tissue culture medium (Lee, 1996).  Each step in the procedure has the 
potential to create genetic variations (Barro et al., 2002).  Phenotypic differences among 
transgenic lines and tissue culture lines, due to genetic variation induced during in vitro 
conditions, is termed somaclonal variation (Larkin and Scowcroft, 1981; Barro et al., 2002; 
Pitman et al., 2002; Polanco and Ruiz, 2002).  Additionally, random transgene insertion and 
integration into host plant genomes have the ability to cause chromosome breakage and 
rearrangement (Svitashev et al., 2002), thus producing phenotypic differences among the 
transgenic lines.  These two actions can both occur within the same test line, compounding 
the genetic variation and phenotypic differences.   
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 Field testing of transgenic plants is necessary in order to test the plants under 
conditions relevant to conventional environments (Stadelmann et al., 1998) and to ensure the 
expression of the transgene in conditions other than greenhouses (Lee, 1996).  Because of the 
perennial nature of Kentucky bluegrass, unintentional effects caused by gene insertion and 
expression or the transformation process may have ecological consequences if released.  The 
possibility of the herbicide-resistant turfgrass becoming a weed and the possibility of 
transgenic turfgrasses outcrossing to weed species, spreading the herbicide-resistant gene, are 
two concerns that must be addressed before commercialization (Lee, 1996).   
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the vegetative and 
reproductive aggressiveness of glyphosate-resistant lines of Kentucky bluegrass with that of 
their respective nontransformed, tissue culture control lines and with reference Kentucky 
bluegrass cultivars when transplanted into a bare soil, spaced plant setting.  The first 
objective was to identify if the transgenic lines gained any reproductive or vegetative fitness 
advantage during the transformation process.  The second objective was to evaluate, because 
of the GA 2-oxidase, which of the transgenic lines exhibited similar qualitative and 
quantitative characteristics to nontransformed lines and to determine which would merit 
further research for potential commercial release.   
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant materials 
 Eighteen Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) entries, consisting of four transgenic 
test lines, three tissue culture lines, and 11 reference cultivars, were used for the study (Table 
1).  Transgenic lines were designed to express the CP4 EPSPS (5-enolpyruvylyshikimate-3-
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phosphate synthase) enzyme, which confers resistance to glyphosate, and a gibberellin 2-
oxidase gene (GA2-oxidase), which renders a dwarfing phenotype in plants (Sakamoto et al., 
2004).  The plants are hemizygous for both the cp4 epsps and GA2-oxidase transgene and 
gametes are expected to segregate for each trait when bred with non-transgenic bluegrasses.   
Tissue culture control lines had a genetic background representative of the transgenic 
lines, but were not genetically modified to express the CP4 EPSPS protein or GA2-oxidase 
gene.  The tissue culture lines provided us with controls; they were not isogenic controls, but 
were developed from the same tissue culture materials used for generating the transgenic 
lines without going through the transformation process.  The control lines represented a 
model for comparative statistical evaluation of the morphological data collected from tested 
Kentucky bluegrass plants.   
Reference materials had background genetics representative of Kentucky bluegrass 
cultivars used in the turfgrass industry.  The reference cultivars also were used to represent a 
background model for comparative statistical evaluation and comparison of the 
morphological data collected from the tested Kentucky bluegrass plants.  Reference cultivars 
were random sub-samples from commercially available Kentucky bluegrass cultivars used 
for field evaluation and comparison.  Three of the reference experimental lines, denoted with 
“HB-,” were hybrid lines developed from a cross between Texas bluegrass (Poa arachnifera 
Torr.) and Kentucky bluegrass1. 
 Transgenic line Tx01-2900 corresponds to tissue culture control line 021128c HB-
130 and both were derived from the same reference line, HB-130.  Transgenic line Bx01- 
__________________ 
1Kentucky bluegrass cultivars used in the crosses are unknown to the authors 
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5609 corresponds to tissue culture control line 010607c Unique and both were derived from 
the same reference cultivar, ‘Unique.’  Transgenic lines Tx01-2875 and Tx01-2862 
correspond to tissue culture control line 02080S HB-130 and were derived from the same 
reference cultivar, HB-130.  The starting Kentucky bluegrass materials were established from 
either ramets or seed, grown in cell packs at The Scotts Company (Marysville, OH).  
Bluegrass plugs of similar size and age were selected to be used in the noncompetitive study.   
 
Establishment and management practices   
This study was conducted over two years, 2004 and 2005, in Ames, IA.  The soil type 
was a Nicollet loam (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic-Aquic Hapludolls).  In September of 2003, 
the study area was leveled and prepared, allowing an area of 2.13 x 2.13 m for each entry, 
and plugs of the Kentucky bluegrasses were then transplanted.  The field study was not 
irrigated, except at the time of establishment.  Preemergence and postemergence herbicides 
were used as needed to control both grassy and broadleaf weeds to maintain the integrity of 
the study.  Herbicides used included dithiopyr, 2,4-D, dicamba, mecoprop, and quinclorac.  
Glyphosate [N-(phosphonomethyl) glycine] was not applied to the grasses at any time.  
Fungicides were applied as needed during the summer months when disease posed a threat to 
the integrity of the plant colony.     
 
Data collection 
Quality.  Data for colony quality were taken each month.  Overall quality was based 
on color, uniformity, and plant density and was assessed visually on a scale of 1 to 9 with 1 = 
poorest, 6 = least acceptable, and 9 = best.   
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Vegetative encroachment.  Data collection for aggressiveness of the plant began 
May 2004 and continued until October 2005.  Rhizome spread and total plant area were two 
variables used to quantify the aggressiveness of each line or cultivar.  Rhizome spread was 
measured using an equally-sized, four-square quadrat.   The center of the quadrat was placed 
in the middle of each bluegrass colony and measurements of the longest rhizome were taken 
in the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest squares of the quadrat each month.  
Using the four measurements taken in each of the quadrats, the mean rhizome length of each 
entry of each month could be determined.  Total plant colony area was determined from the 
mean measurements of rhizome spread, figured similarly to calculating the area of a circle 
(πr2), with mean rhizome length representing radii of the equation.      
Reproductive characteristics.  Data were collected for beginning heading date, the 
date the first three inflorescences emerged from the flag leaf, and the number of days 
between the inflorescence emergence date and the date of anthesis initiation.  Data were also 
collected for the total number of days of anthesis duration.  At the initiation of anthesis, flag 
leaf length, flag leaf width, flag leaf sheath length, and internode length were measured.  The 
same measurements were observed on the second leaf, the leaf just below the flag leaf.  
Following flower emergence and flag leaf measurements, five panicles per plant were 
collected and sent to The Scotts Company to measure the mean panicle length and mean 
number of spikelets per panicle.  Once mature, all inflorescences were collected and also sent 
to The Scotts Company to determine total seed yield.     
 
Experimental design and statistical analysis 
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 This study was conducted as a randomized complete block design with four 
replications.  Because of repeated measures on experimental units, the MIXED procedure 
was used in SAS (SAS Institute, 2005) to determine which covariance structure to model the 
data after (Littell et al., 1998).  Criterion was met for the unstructured covariance structure.  
Vegetative encroachment data were analyzed using the unstructured covariance statement 
and contrasts were made between the means of treatments by year because analysis of years 
combined revealed strong year effects.  Contrasts were used to determine differences 
between transgenic lines and tissue culture lines as groups, between transgenic lines and 
reference cultivars as groups, between tissue culture lines and reference cultivars as groups, 
and between each transgenic line and its reference cultivar and tissue culture control parent.  
Data for quality, morphological measurements, and reproductive characteristics were 
analyzed using the GLM procedure in SAS.   
 
RESULTS 
Quality 
 Quality data are based on 2005 data only; ratings were not collected for 2004.  
Transgenic line Bx01-5609 had lower quality ratings than its respective tissue culture line 
and reference cultivar at all times (Table 2).  Reference cultivar HB-130 had the highest 
quality ratings at all times, averaging a rating of 8.25 (Table 2).  All transgenic lines, with the 
exception of Bx01-5609, had comparable quality ratings to their respective tissue culture 
lines and reference cultivars.  The quality of these lines was not compromised during the 
transformation process.     
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Vegetative encroachment  
The statistical analysis revealed a year by treatment interaction and thus data were 
analyzed separately for each year.  Figures display means of each month.   
Rhizome spread.  Averaged over time (mo), transgenic lines as a group exhibited 29 
and 32% less rhizome spread than the reference cultivars and tissue culture control lines, 
respectively, in 2004 and 37 and 40% less rhizome spread than reference cultivars and tissue 
culture control lines, respectively, in 2005 (Figure 1).   
Transgenic line Bx01-5609 exhibited 76 % less rhizome spread than its reference 
cultivar ‘Unique’ and 69% less rhizome spread than its tissue culture line 010607c Unique in 
2004 (Figure 2), while it exhibited 81% less rhizome spread than its reference cultivar 
Unique and 79% less spread than its tissue culture line 010607c Unique in 2005 (Figure 2).  
Transgenic line Tx01-2862 exhibited 46% less rhizome spread than its reference cultivar HB-
130 and 31% less rhizome spread than tissue culture line 02080S HB-130 in 2004 (Figure 3), 
while it exhibited 55% less rhizome spread than the reference cultivar HB-130 and 45% less 
rhizome spread than tissue culture line 02080S HB-130 in 2005 (Figure 3).  Transgenic line 
Tx01-2875 exhibited 37% less rhizome spread than the reference cultivar HB-130 and 20% 
less rhizome spread than tissue culture line 02080S HB-130 in 2004 (Figure 3), while it 
exhibited 39 and 24% less rhizome spread than reference cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture 
line 02080S HB-130, respectively, in 2005 (Figure 3).  Transgenic line Tx01-2900 exhibited 
31% less rhizome spread than the reference cultivar HB-130 and 22% less rhizome spread 
than tissue culture line 021128c HB-130 in 2004 (Figure 4).  In 2005, transgenic line Tx01-
2900 exhibited 32 and 23% less rhizome spread than the reference cultivar HB-130 and 
tissue culture line 021128c HB-130, respectively (Figure 4).   
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 Among transgenic lines, Bx01-5609 exhibited 76, 73, and 69% less rhizome spread 
than Tx01-2900, Tx01-2875, and Tx01-2862, respectively, in 2004 (Figure 5), while it 
exhibited 81, 79, and 71% less rhizome spread than transgenic lines Tx01-2900, Tx01-2875, 
and Tx01-2862 in 2005 (Figure 5).   
Colony area.  Averaged over time (mo), Transgenic lines as a group exhibited 45% 
less colony area than reference cultivars as a group and 47% less colony area than tissue 
culture lines as a group in 2004, while transgenic lines as a group exhibited 55% less colony 
area than the reference cultivars as a group and 57% less colony area than tissue culture lines 
as a group in 2005 (Figure 6).   
Transgenic line Bx01-5609 exhibited 93% less colony area than the reference cultivar 
Unique and 87% less colony area than tissue culture line 010607c Unique in 2004 (Figure 7), 
while it exhibited 96% less colony area than the reference cultivar Unique and 95% less 
colony area than tissue culture line 010607c Unique in 2005 (Figure 7).  Transgenic line 
Tx01-2862 exhibited 71% less colony area than the reference cultivar HB-130 and 53% less 
colony area than tissue culture line 02080S HB-130 in 2004 (Figure 8), while it exhibited 80 
and 70% less colony area than the reference cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture line 02080S 
HB-130, respectively, in 2005 (Figure 8).  Transgenic line Tx01-2875 exhibited 60 and 36% 
less colony area than the reference cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture line 02080S HB-130, 
respectively, in 2004 (Figure 8), while it exhibited 62 and 43% less colony area than 
reference cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture line 02080S HB-130, respectively, in 2005 
(Figure 8).  Transgenic line Tx01-2900 exhibited 51% less colony area than reference 
cultivar HB-130 and 38% less colony area than tissue culture line 021128c HB-130 in 2004 
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(Figure 9), while it exhibited 54% less colony area than reference cultivar HB-130 and 41% 
less colony area than tissue culture line 021128c HB-130 (Figure 9).   
 Among transgenic lines, Bx01-5609 exhibited 92, 90, and 87% less colony area than 
Tx01-2900, Tx01-2875, and Tx01-2862, respectively, in 2004 (Figure 10), while it exhibited 
96, 95, and 91% less colony area than transgenic lines Tx01-2900, Tx01-2875, and Tx01-
2862, respectively, in 2005 (Figure 10).   
 
Flower characteristics 
Time between inflorescence emergence and anthesis, spikelets per panicle, and 
panicle length data were analyzed and displayed separately because of strong treatment by 
year interaction.  Anthesis duration data were analyzed and displayed together because of no 
interaction of treatment by year.    
Flower phenology.  Flower emergence times for all transgenic lines were comparable 
to their respective tissue culture lines and reference cultivars (Table 3).  Anthesis duration for 
transgenic line Bx01-5609 was less than the reference cultivar Unique and tissue culture line 
010607c Unique (Table 3).  Transgenic line Bx01-5609 also had a shorter time between 
emergence and anthesis in 2004, but was not different in 2005.  The remaining transgenic 
lines had comparable time between emergence and anthesis and anthesis duration to their 
respective tissue culture lines and reference cultivars (Table 3).   
Panicle length.  All transgenic lines had shorter panicle length than their respective 
reference cultivars and tissue culture lines in 2004 (Table 4), while transgenic lines Bx01-
5609, Tx01-2875, and Tx01-2862 had shorter panicle length than each of their respective 
tissue culture lines and reference cultivars in 2005 (Table 4).  Transgenic line Tx01-2900 had 
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a shorter panicle length than its reference cultivar HB-130, but not the tissue culture line, in 
2005 (Table 4).   
Spikelets per panicle.  Transgenic line Bx01-5609 had 24 and 22% fewer spikelets 
per panicle than its reference cultivar Unique in both 2004 and 2005, respectively, while it 
was not different than its tissue culture line 010607c Unique in either year (Table 4).  
Transgenic line Tx01-2862 had 21% more spikelets per panicle than its reference cultivar in 
2004, but was not different in 2005, while there was no difference between it and its tissue 
culture line 02080S HB-130 in either year (Table 4).  Transgenic lines Tx01-2900 and Tx01-
2875 exhibited no difference between either of their respective tissue culture lines or 
reference cultivars for both years (Table 4).   
Morphological measurements.  Morphological measurements are based on 2005 
data only, as data were not collected for 2004.  Transgenic line Bx01-5609 had shorter flag 
leaf width, flag leaf length, second leaf width, and second leaf length than its reference 
cultivar and tissue culture line Unique and 010607c Unique, respectively, while all other 
transgenic lines had comparable flag leaf width to their respective reference cultivars and 
tissue culture lines (Table 5).  All transgenic lines had shorter flag leaf sheath length and 
internode length than their respective reference cultivars and tissue culture lines (Table 5).  
Transgenic lines Bx01-5609 and Tx01-2875 had shorter second leaf sheath length than their 
respective reference cultivar and tissue culture line, while all other transgenic lines had 
comparable second leaf sheath length to their respective reference cultivars and tissue culture 
lines (Table 5).   
Seed yield.  Seed yield is based on 2005 data only.  Transgenic line Bx01-5609’s 
seed production was no different than its reference cultivar Unique or tissue culture line 
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010607c Unique (Table 6).  Transgenic line Tx01-2875 produced 81% less seed than its 
reference cultivar HB-130, while its yield was no different than its tissue culture line, 02080S 
HB-130 (Table 6).  Transgenic line Tx01-2862 produced 96% less seed than its tissue culture 
line 02080S HB-130, while it produced 98% less seed than its reference cultivar HB-130 
(Table 6).   
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Vegetative characteristic data indicated transgenic Kentucky bluegrass lines were no 
more aggressive than their tissue culture lines or reference cultivars.  Gardner et al. (2006) 
found similar results in a noncompetitive study with glyphosate-resistant creeping bentgrass 
(Agrostis stolonifera L.).  The vegetative encroachment and quality data present a strong 
basis for which transgenic lines could be evaluated for further development, potentially 
leading to commercial release.  There was a clear distinction among the transgenic lines as to 
which lines should be pursued further.  Transgenic lines Tx01-2900 and Tx01-2875 
performed the best among all of the transgenic lines, while Tx01-2862 and Bx01-5609 
exhibited the poorest performance and quality.   
There is no evidence that the CP4 enzyme or GA2-oxidase gene impacted floral 
characteristics.  Variations in heading date, number of days required for anthesis, and 
anthesis duration have the ability to affect fitness and progeny of the transgenic plant.  
Flower phenology of the transgenic lines was similar to the tissue culture control lines and 
reference cultivars, with the exception of transgenic line Bx01-5609, which had a shorter 
anthesis duration and shorter time between emergence and anthesis in 2004.  The shortened 
time for anthesis to begin following flower emergence could enhance the fitness of the 
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Kentucky bluegrass lines.  However, the shortened anthesis duration would not be 
advantageous to the bluegrass.  In this case, transgenic line Bx01-5609 displayed poor 
growth characteristics and produced few, if any, inflorescences.   
Morphological characteristics of Kentucky bluegrass inflorescences, including 
inflorescence length and spikelets per inflorescence, are two interrelated characteristics that 
may affect the fecundity of the transgenic bluegrasses (Fei and Nelson, 2004).  
Morphological characteristics of transgenic Kentucky bluegrass lines were either less than or 
similar to the reference cultivar or tissue culture control line in both years.  Fei and Nelson 
(2004) found similar results in a greenhouse study with glyphosate-resistant creeping 
bentgrass.   
 The inserted GA2-oxidase gene functioned as expected and reduced the growth and 
elongation of the transgenic Kentucky bluegrass lines.  The reason for the GA2-oxidase gene 
reducing growth and elongation in one transgenic line more than another was not evaluated 
in this study, but copy numbers, as well as the expression level of the inserted gene, may 
have contributed to the observed variations.  The effect should be studied more closely if 
these transgenic lines are considered for commercialization.   
Results from previous studies with creeping bentgrass (Gardner, et al., 2003, 2004, 
2006; Fei and Nelson, 2004) indicated that transgenic lines did not confer any agronomic 
advantage with the expression of the Agrobacterium CP4 EPSPS enzyme.  It should be noted 
that it is impossible for us to determine whether the transgenic lines would exhibit similar 
reduced-growth characteristics without the addition of the GA2-oxidase gene.  Future studies 
done with the transgenic bluegrasses should include a transgenic control with only the GA2-
oxidase gene inserted and a transgenic control with only glyphosate resistance for true 
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comparison between the transgenic lines in order to separate the individual effect caused by 
each gene.     
The most promising transgenic line was Tx01-2900, and this line should be pursued if 
the transgenic bluegrass lines continued to be researched for potential commercial release.  It 
did not outperform its tissue culture or reference cultivar, but it exhibited the highest quality 
and characteristics most similar to the nontransformed lines.  The next transgenic line that 
could be pursued is Tx01-2875.  This line was most similar to line Tx01-2900 for both 
colony area and rhizome spread.  Transgenic line Tx01-2862 was the next best, but it is not 
recommended for pursuance to commercialization.  It had comparable rhizome spread and 
colony area to other transgenic lines, but it lacked the density and quality that the other lines 
exhibited.  Transgenic line Bx01-5609 was not aggressive and most likely will not be 
pursued any further.  It exhibited virtually no vegetative encroachment and some entries were 
on the verge of plant death.   
Glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass, with reduced growth, shows promise for 
commercial release.  Creeping bentgrass will likely be the first transgenic turfgrass made 
commercially available due to its status in the deregulation process and its value to the 
turfgrass industry.  Future research for glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass should 
include a similar study, including a transgenic control with the GA2-oxidase gene inserted.  
Studies should also measure the recuperative capacity of the transgenic Kentucky bluegrass 
to evaluate how comparable it is to nontransformed lines and reference cultivars.  Lastly, 
because of the reduced-growth effects observed from the insertion of the GA2-oxidase gene, 
evaluation of the reduction in mowing should be assessed. 
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Table 1.  Cultivars and lines of bluegrass tested in a 
noncompetitive environment in Ames, IA in 2004 and 2005.  
Glyphosate-resistant lines 
     Bx01-5609 
     Tx01-2875 
     Tx01-2900 
     Tx01-2862 
 
Nontransformed tissue culture control lines 
     010607c Unique†  
     02080S HB-130‡  
     021128c HB-130§ 
 
Reference cultivars and lines 
     Texas Bluegrass  
     ‘Touchdown’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Midnight’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Abbey’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Limousine’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Unique’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Ascot’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘South Dakota’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     HB-329 Kentucky bluegrass¶ 
     HB-130 Kentucky bluegrass¶ 
     HB-129 Kentucky bluegrass¶ 
†Corresponds to Bx01-5609 
‡Corresponds to Tx01-2875 and Tx01-2862 
§Corresponds to Tx01-2900 
¶Result of hybrid cross between Texas bluegrass (Poa 
arachnifera Torr.) and Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L). 
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Table 2.  Visual quality ratings of noncompetitive study entries for 2005.  Values are the means 
of four experimental units†. 
Cultivar or line May June July August September 
HB-130 8.00a‡ 9.00a 8.00a 8.00a 8.25a 
Unique 7.75ab 7.75b 7.75ab 8.50a 7.00ab
02080S HB-130 7.25abc 7.75b 8.00a 8.00a 8.00ab
021128c HB-130 7.00abc 7.75b 7.75ab 8.00a 8.00ab
010607c Unique  6.50bc 7.25bc 7.50ab 8.25a 7.00ab
Tx01-2900 7.50ab 8.00ab 8.00a 7.75ab 6.75ab
Tx01-2875 7.75ab 7.75b 7.25ab 7.00b 6.50b 
Tx01-2862 6.00c 6.25c 6.75b 7.00b 7.00ab
Bx01-5609 4.00d 4.00d 3.00c 3.25c 2.75c 
†Overall quality based on color, uniformity, and plant density was assessed visually on a       
scale of 1 to 9 with 1 = poorest, 6 = least acceptable, and 9 = best. 
‡Means within columns followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P ≤ 0.05 
 
 
 Table 3.  Mean time of inflorescence emergence, time between inflorescence emergence and anthesis, and anthesis duration.  Values 
are the means of four experimental units. 
Cultivar or line Heading date† 
Time between 
emergence and 
anthesis 2004 (d) 
Time between 
emergence and 
anthesis 2005 (d) 
 
Anthesis duration 
2004/2005§ (d) 
010607c Unique 9 May 19.0a‡ 14.5bc 24.3ab 
Unique 8 May 18.0ab 15.0bc 27.0a 
HB-130 3 May 15.3cde 16.0abc 19.3bcd 
021128c HB-130 1 May 15.5cd 18.5a 16.9cd 
02080S HB-130 2 May 15.0de 17.0ab 14.6d 
Tx01-2875 3 May 17.3abc 17.8ab 20.1bcd 
Tx01-2900 3 May 15.0de 15.0bc 20.0bcd 
Tx01-2862 5 May 16.0bcd 15.3abc 19.0cd 
Bx01-5609 10 May 13.0e 11.0c 14.5d 
†Mean emergence date of the first three inflorescences over 2004 and 2005. 
‡Means in columns followed by the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05. 
§The number of days required for plant to complete anthesis. 
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Table 4.  Mean panicle length and number of spikelets per panicle for noncompetitive study 
in 2004 and 2005.  Each value is the mean of five sub-samples of four experimental units.     
Cultivar or line 
Panicle length 
2004 (mm) 
Panicle length 
2005 (mm) 
Spikelets/ 
panicle 2004 
Spikelets/ 
panicle 2005 
HB-130 110.1a† 82.5a 3.7bc 4.3ab 
021128c HB-130 103.5ab 73.8b 4.2ab 4.4a 
02080S HB-130 96.9bc 69.9b 4.2ab 4.0abc 
010607c Unique 96.5bc 68.6b 3.7bc 3.6c 
Unique 92.7cd 74.5b 4.6a 4.1ab 
Tx01-2900  90.7cde 69.9b 4.2ab 4.1ab 
Tx01-2875 87.9de 56.1c 3.7bc 4.1ab 
Tx01-2862  82.5e 47.8d 4.7a 3.7bc 
Bx01-5609  40.4f 37.4d 3.5c 3.2c 
†Means in columns followed by the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05. 
 Table 5.  Morphological measurements for noncompetitive study in 2005.  Each measurement is the mean of five sub samples from 
four experimental units.    
Cultivar or line 
Flag leaf 
width‡ 
Flag leaf 
length 
Flag leaf 
sheath length 
Internode 
length 
Second leaf 
length 
Second leaf 
width 
Second leaf 
sheath length 
HB-130 3.8ab† 41.8bc 122.5abc 116.7a 52.1efg 4.1abc 94.3ab 
02080S HB-130 3.6abc 35.7bcd 116.2bc 115.9a 45.5efg 4.0abc 95.5ab 
Unique 3.0c 57.4a 105.4cde 114.1a 70.7abcd 3.5abc 90.2ab 
Tx01-2875 3.7abc 31.2cd 71.0g 47.6d 41.0fg 4.1abc 50.8d 
Tx01-2900 3.6abc 36.3bcd 86.5fg 78.8bcd 43.1fg 4.0abc 74.0bcd 
Bx01-5609 0.9d 6.7e 9.1h 0.0e 11.0h 0.9d 5.3e 
010607c Unique 3.0c 57.2a 94.5def 76.8bcd 75.5abc 3.2c 84.1abc 
Tx01-2862 3.2bc 31.0cd 70.2g 74.6bcd 49.9efg 3.6abc 75.0bcd 
021128c HB-
130 3.7abc 33.2cd 110.5cd 114.5a 54.7def 4.4a 94.5ab 
‡Each variable measured in mm. 
†Means in columns followed by the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Table 6.  Mean seed yield data for 2005.  Seed yield based on four 
experimental units.   
 Seed Yield‡ 
HB-130 42.1a† 
Tx01-2900 21.6b 
021128c HB-130  18.7bc 
02080S HB-130    18.2bcd 
Tx01-2875     7.8cde 
Unique   7.0de 
010607c Unique 0.9e 
Tx01-2862 0.7e 
Bx01-5609 0.0e 
†Means in column followed by same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05.  
‡Seed yield displayed in grams. 
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Figure 1.  Mean rhizome length of reference cultivars, tissue culture lines, and transgenic 
lines for 2004 and 2005.  Data points of reference cultivars are the mean of 44 experimental 
units; data points of tissue culture lines are the mean of 12 experimental units; data points of 
transgenic lines are the mean of 16 experimental units.  Means within same month with same 
letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 2.  Mean rhizome length of reference cultivar ‘Unique,’ tissue culture line 010607c 
Unique, and transgenic line Bx01-5609 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the mean of four 
experimental units each.  Data points within the same month with the same letter are not 
different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 3.  Mean rhizome length of reference cultivar HB-130, tissue culture line 02080S HB-
130, and transgenic lines Tx01-2875 and Tx01-2862 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the 
mean of four experimental units each.  Data points within the same month with the same 
letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05.   
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Figure 4. Mean rhizome length of reference cultivar HB-130, tissue culture line 021128c 
HB-130, and transgenic line Tx01-2900 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the mean of four 
experimental units each.  Data points within the same month with the same letter are not 
different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 5.  Mean rhizome length of transgenic lines Tx01-2900, Tx01-2875, Tx01-2862, and 
Bx01-5609 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the mean of four experimental units each.  
Data points within the same month with the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 6.  Mean colony area for reference cultivars, tissue culture lines, and transgenic lines 
for 2004 and 2005.  Data points for reference cultivars are the mean of 44 experimental units; 
data points for tissue culture lines are the mean of 12 experimental units; data points for 
transgenic lines are the mean of 16 experimental units.  Data points within the same month 
with the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 7.  Mean colony area for reference cultivar ‘Unique,’ tissue culture line 010607c 
Unique, and transgenic lines Bx01-5609 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the mean of four 
experimental units each.  Data points within the same month with the same letter are not 
different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 8.  Mean colony area of reference cultivar HB-130, tissue culture line 02080S HB-
130, and transgenic lines Tx01-2875 and Tx01-2862 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the 
mean of four experimental units each.  Data points within the same month with the same 
letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05.     
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Figure 9.  Mean colony area for reference cultivar HB-130, tissue culture line 021128c HB-
130, transgenic line Tx01-2900 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the mean of four 
experimental units each.  Data points within the same month with the same letter are not 
different at P ≤ 0.05.   
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Figure 10.  Mean colony area of transgenic lines Tx01-2900, Tx01-2875, Tx01-2862, and 
Bx01-5609 for 2004 and 2005.  Data points are the mean of four experimental units.  Data 
points within the same month with the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05.    
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ABSTRACT 
Reduced-growth, glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) was 
recently developed.  There has been no comparative analysis done with new transgenic lines 
of Kentucky bluegrass versus reference cultivars, or tissue culture control lines to determine 
vegetative character similarities and differences.  This study measured the vegetative 
characteristics of the transgenic lines, tissue culture control lines, and reference cultivars in 
two locations, Ames, IA and Madison, WI, USA over a two year period in order to evaluate 
the vigor and competitiveness of the transgenic lines.  This study was conducted in a mown, 
competitive setting (plugs of the tested Kentucky bluegrass overseeded with fine fescue, 
Festuca spp.).  Data collection for vigor and competitiveness included rhizome proliferation 
and total plant area.  Transgenic lines in Ames exhibited 21% less rhizome spread and 34% 
less colony area than reference cultivars.  The transgenic lines exhibited 31% less rhizome 
spread and 47% less colony area than the tissue culture control lines.  Transgenic lines in 
Madison exhibited 11% more rhizome spread and 20% more colony area than reference 
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cultivars, while the transgenic lines exhibited 16% less rhizome spread and 22% less colony 
area than the tissue culture control lines.  Transgenic line Tx01-2900 showed the most 
promise for commercialization, while Bx01-5609 showed the least.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) is the most widely used cool-season turfgrass 
in the United States (Beard, 1973) and can be found on golf courses, sports fields, parks, 
cemeteries, and other areas where a dense stand of turf may be desired.  It has many traits 
that make it a preferred choice to other turfgrasses.  Kentucky bluegrass has an excellent 
reproductive and recuperative capacity, which makes it an ideal grass for damage-prone 
areas, such as golf course tee boxes and athletic fields.  Its rhizomatous growth allows the 
grass to practically repair itself (Christians, 2004).     
Herbicide-resistant crops have become more commonly accepted in the United States 
over the last decade and are the most widely used genetically modified crop (James, 2002), 
especially crops resistant to nonselective herbicides with the active ingredient glyphosate.  
Glyphosate-resistant creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera L.), developed by The Scotts 
Company (Marysville, OH) and Monsanto, LLC (St. Louis, MO), has undergone extensive 
research (Fei and Nelson, 2003, 2004; Gardner et al., 2003, 2004, 2006; Dant et al., 2005) 
and is currently awaiting deregulation (Nelson, pers. commun.).   
The development of glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass by The Scotts Company 
and Monsanto, LLC, accompanied with a reduced-elongation trait from a GA2-oxidase gene, 
would simplify the control of many perennial and annual grass and broadleaf weeds in 
swards of Kentucky bluegrass.  Additionally, the reduced elongation of the Kentucky 
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bluegrass could potentially reduce labor and fuel costs associated with mowing for turf 
managers.  Until now, there have been no field evaluations of the performance of 
transformed Kentucky bluegrasses.   
Glyphosate [N-(phosphonomethyl) glycine] inhibits the activity of 5-
enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS, EPSP synthase) (E.C. 2.5.1.19) 
(Amrhein et al., 1980a).  EPSPS is a chloroplast-localized enzyme of the shikimate pathway 
(della Cioppa et al., 1986) and catalyzes the reaction of shikimate-3-phosphate (S3P) and 
phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to form 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate (EPSP) and 
phosphate (Padgette et al., 1995).  Application of glyphosate inhibits the EPSP synthase and 
prevents the production of aromatic amino acids essential for synthesis of proteins and 
secondary metabolites (Amrhein et al., 1980b; Padgette et al., 1995).  Glyphosate resistance 
in glyphosate-resistant crops is conferred by a gene (cp4 epsps) from Agrobacterium sp. 
strain CP4 that produces a type of EPSPS with reduced affinity to glyphosate (Padgette et al., 
1995).   
 Gibberellins (GAs) are tetracyclic diterpenoid phytohormones involved in the 
regulation of growth and development in higher plants (Sakamoto et al., 2001, 2004; Singh et 
al., 2002).  GA 2-oxidase, a GA catabolic enzyme in plants, catalyzes bioactive GAs into 
biologically inactive GAs (Sakamoto et al., 2001, 2003, 2004), thus producing dwarfed 
plants.    
 The objectives of this study were to evaluate and compare the vegetative 
aggressiveness of glyphosate-resistant lines of Kentucky bluegrass with that of their 
respective nontransformed, tissue culture control line parents and with reference Kentucky 
bluegrass cultivars when transplanted into a competing stand of turf.  First, we wanted to see 
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if the transgenic lines gained any fitness advantage.  Secondly, because of the insertion of the 
GA 2-oxidase and its dwarfing capability, we wanted to know which, if any, of the transgenic 
lines would merit further research for potential commercialization.     
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 This study was conducted over two years, 2004 and 2005, in two locations, Ames, IA 
and Madison, WI.  The soil type at the Ames site was a Nicollet loam (fine-loamy, mixed, 
mesic-Aquic Hapludolls) and the soil type in Madison was a Batavia silt loam (fine-silty, 
mixed, superactive, mesic-Fluvaquentic Endoaquoll).   
 The 18 Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) experimental lines consisted of four 
transgenic test lines, three tissue culture control lines, and 11 reference cultivars (Table 1).  
Transgenic lines were developed to express the CP4 EPSPS (5-enolpyruvylyshikimate-3-
phosphate synthase) protein (glyphosate resistant) and a gibberellin 2-oxidase gene (GA2-
oxidase) rendering a dwarfing phenotype in plants (Sakamoto et al., 2003).   
The tissue culture control lines had a genetic background representative of the 
transgenic lines, but were not genetically modified to express the cp4 epsps gene or GA2-
oxidase gene.  The tissue culture lines served as controls.  These plants were not isogenic 
controls, but were regenerated from the same tissue culture materials used for generating the 
transgenic lines but without going through the transformation process.  The control lines 
provided a model for comparative statistical evaluation of the morphological and biological 
data collected from tested Kentucky bluegrass plants.   
Reference starting materials had background genetics representative of common 
Kentucky bluegrass cultivars used in the turfgrass industry.  These reference cultivars also 
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were used to provide a background model for comparative statistical evaluation of the 
morphological and biological data collected from the tested Kentucky bluegrass plants.  
Reference cultivars were random sub-samples from commercially available Kentucky 
bluegrass lines used for field comparison.  Three of the reference materials, denoted with 
“HB-,” were hybrid lines developed from a cross between Texas bluegrass (Poa arachnifera 
Torr.) and Kentucky bluegrass1. 
 Transgenic line Bx01-5609 corresponds to tissue culture control line 010607c Unique 
and both were derived from the same reference cultivar, ‘Unique.’  Transgenic line Tx01-
2900 corresponds to tissue culture control line 021128c HB-130 and both were derived from 
the same reference cultivar, HB-130.  Transgenic lines Tx01-2875 and Tx01-2862 
correspond to tissue culture control line 02080S HB-130 and were derived from the same 
reference cultivar, HB-130.      
 The starting Kentucky bluegrass materials were established from either ramets or 
seed and grown in cell packs at The Scotts Company (Marysville, OH).  Bluegrass plants of 
similar size and age were selected to be used in the competitive study.  In September 2003, 
the study areas were leveled and prepared, allowing an area of 1.6 x 1.6 m for each entry.  
Study areas were then seeded with a fine-leaf fescue; ‘Badger’ creeping red fescue (Festuca 
rubra L.) in Ames and a mix of fine fescue cultivars in Madison.  The mix contained 
percentages of SR5200, ‘Dawson’ creeping red; SR3200 blue fescue; SR5100, ‘Sandpiper’ 
chewings fescue; SR3100, ‘Scaldis’ hard fescue.  Plugs of Kentucky bluegrass were 
transplanted either at the time of seeding or shortly after the fescue had been established. 
____________________ 
1Kentucky bluegrass cultivars used in the crosses are unknown to the authors  
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The grasses within the study regularly were mowed, usually once per week at a height of 
approximately 5.0 cm.  The field study in Ames was not irrigated, except during 
establishment.  The field study in Madison was irrigated twice a week to replace 100% ET 
(evapotranspiration) rate estimated by using modified Penman-Monteith equation.  
Preemergence and postemergence herbicides were used as needed in both locations to control 
both grassy and broadleaf weeds to maintain the integrity of the study.   
 Data collection on the plant’s aggressiveness began April 2004 and continued until 
October 2005.  Rhizome spread and total plant area were two variables used to quantify the 
aggressiveness of each line.  Rhizome spread was measured using an equally-sized, four-
square quadrat.   Monthly, the center of the quadrat was placed in the middle of each 
bluegrass colony and measurements of the longest rhizome were taken in the northeast, 
southeast, southwest, and northwest squares of the quadrat.  With the four measurements 
taken in each of the quadrats, the mean rhizome length of each entry of each month could be 
determined.  Using the mean measurements of rhizomes, total plant colony area was 
calculated.   
 The study was conducted as a randomized complete block design with four 
replications at each site.  Because of repeated measures on experimental units, the MIXED 
procedure was used in SAS (SAS Institute, 2005) to determine which covariance structure to 
model the data after (Littell et al., 1998).  Criterion was met for the compound symmetry 
covariance structure.  Data were analyzed by using the compound symmetry covariance 
statement and contrasts were made between the means of treatments by location interaction 
because analysis of locations combined revealed strong location effects.  Contrasts were used 
to determine if differences were present between transgenic lines and tissue culture lines as a 
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group, between transgenic lines and reference cultivars as a group, between tissue culture 
lines and reference cultivars as a group, and between each transgenic line and its reference 
and tissue culture parent.  
 
RESULTS 
The statistical analysis revealed a location by treatment interaction and data were 
combined for years and analyzed separately for both locations.   
 
Rhizome spread 
Averaged over time and years, transgenic lines as a group exhibited 31 and 15% less 
rhizome spread than tissue culture and reference cultivars, respectively, as a group in Ames 
(Figure 1).  The transgenic lines in Madison had 11% more rhizome spread than the reference 
material, but exhibited 16% less spread than the tissue culture controls (Figure 1).   
Transgenic line Bx01-5609 exhibited 60% less rhizome spread than its tissue culture control 
010607c Unique and 64% less rhizome spread than its reference cultivar ‘Unique’ in Ames 
(Figure 2).  Transgenic line Bx01-5609 in Madison exhibited 57% less rhizome spread than 
tissue culture 010607c Unique and 52% less rhizome spread than reference cultivar Unique 
(Figure 2).   
Transgenic line Tx01-2862 exhibited 40 and 41% less rhizome spread than its 
reference cultivar and tissue culture line, HB-130 and 02080S HB-130, respectively, in Ames 
(Data not shown).  Tx01-2862 exhibited 42% less rhizome spread for both HB-130 and 
02080S HB-130 in Madison (Data not shown).  Tx01-2875 exhibited 22 and 23% less 
rhizome spread than reference cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture line 02080S HB-130 in 
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Ames (Data not shown).  In Madison, Tx01-2875 exhibited 3 and 4% less rhizome spread 
than reference cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture line 02080S HB-130, respectively (Data 
not shown).  
Transgenic line Tx01-2900 exhibited 14 and 18% less rhizome spread than its 
reference cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture line 021128c HB-130, respectively, in Ames 
(Figure 3).  Tx01-2900 in Madison exhibited 8% more rhizome spread than reference cultivar 
HB-130 and 43% more rhizome spread than tissue culture line 021128c HB-130 (Figure 3).   
  Transgenic line Bx01-5609 exhibited 70, 57, and 66% less rhizome spread than 
transgenic lines Tx01-2900, Tx01-2862, and Tx01-2875, respectively, in Ames (Figure 4).  
In Madison, Bx01-5609 exhibited 63, 31, and 58% less rhizome spread than transgenic lines 
Tx01-2900, Tx01-2862, and Tx01-2875 (Data not shown).   
 
Colony area 
Averaged over time and years, transgenic cultivars as a group exhibited 47 and 34% 
less colony area than the tissue culture and reference cultivars, respectively, in Ames (Figure 
5).  Transgenic lines as a group in Madison exhibited 20% more colony area than the 
reference cultivars, but 22% less colony area than the tissue culture lines (Figure 5).     
Transgenic line Bx01-5609’s colony area was 83 and 87% less than its tissue culture 
line and reference cultivar, 010607c Unique and Unique, respectively, in Ames, and 81 and 
78% less in Madison (Data not shown).   
Transgenic line Tx01-2875 exhibited 39% less colony area than its reference cultivar 
HB-130 and 40% less colony area than its tissue culture line 02080S HB-130 in Ames (Data 
not shown), while it exhibited 9% less colony area for both HB-130 and 02080S HB-130 in 
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Madison (Data not shown).  Tx01-2862 exhibited 63 and 64% less colony area than reference 
cultivar HB-130 and tissue culture line 02080S HB-130, respectively, in Ames (Data not 
shown), while it exhibited 66% less colony area when compared with both HB-130 and 
02080S HB-130 in Madison (Data not shown).   
Transgenic line Tx01-2900’s colony area was 26% less than reference cultivar HB-
130 and 32% less than tissue culture line 021128c HB-130 in Ames (Figure 6).  Tx01-2900 
in Madison had 14% more colony area than reference cultivar HB-130 and 99% more colony 
area than tissue culture line 021128c HB-130 (Figure 6).   
Transgenic lines Tx01-2900, Tx01-2862, and Tx01-2875 had 90, 81, and 89% more 
colony area respectively than transgenic line Bx01-5609 in Ames (Data not shown).  Bx01-
5609 had 86, 53, and 83% more colony area than Tx01-2900, Tx01-2862, and Tx01-2875 
respectively in Madison (Data not shown).   
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 The transformed Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) lines were no more 
aggressive than their tissue culture control or reference cultivars at the Ames site.  Similar 
studies (Gardner et al., 2003, 2004) with glyphosate-resistant creeping bentgrass (Agrostis 
stolonifera L.) are similar with our findings in Ames in this study.  In contrast, the transgenic 
lines in Madison were no different than reference cultivars, with the exception of two of the 
six times when the transgenic lines were more aggressive than the reference cultivars, while 
transgenic lines were no more aggressive than the tissue culture controls.  Data from both 
locations presented us with a strong basis for which transgenic lines could be evaluated for 
further development, ultimately leading to commercialization.   
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 The insertion of the GA2-oxidase gene functioned as anticipated and reduced the 
growth and elongation of the transgenic Kentucky bluegrass lines in Ames.  Similar results 
were not observed for transgenic lines as a group at the Madison site.  The reason that the 
GA2-oxidase gene reduced one transgenic line more than another was not evaluated in this 
study, but the copy numbers, as well as the expression level of the gene, may have 
contributed to the observed variations.  The effect of the gene should be studied if these 
transgenic lines are considered for commercialization.   
Results from previous studies with creeping bentgrass (Gardner, et al., 2003, 2004) 
indicated that the transgenic lines did not confer any competitive advantage by the expression 
of the Agrobacterium CP4 EPSPS enzyme.  The transgenic lines of Kentucky bluegrass in 
Ames had less growth than both the tissue culture lines and reference cultivars.  The 
transgenic lines in Madison had less growth than the tissue culture control lines but were 
generally no different than the reference cultivars.  This could possibly be due to the 
compound effect of the two inserted genes, or environmental effects in addition to the gene 
interaction.  Future studies done with the transgenic bluegrasses should include a transgenic 
control with the GA2-oxidase gene for true comparison between the transgenic lines and the 
nontransformed lines.  This would indicate if the reduction in growth was the result of the 
transformation process or the growth-inhibiting gene.  
We noticed a general trend of less variance and reduced growth during the month of 
October in Ames.  This could perhaps be a response to the change in photoperiod, reduction 
of air temperature, or the reduction of light intensity.  This same trend was observed in 
transgenic lines Tx01-2875 and Tx01-2862 compared to their tissue culture line and 
reference cultivar 02080S HB-130 and HB-130, respectively.    
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The most promising transgenic line was Tx01-2900.  The data were similar for both 
Ames and Madison comparing each of the four transgenic lines to each other.  If the 
transgenic bluegrasses continue to be researched, Tx01-2900 merits further evaluation.  The 
next transgenic line that could be pursued is Tx01-2875.  This line was most similar to line 
Tx01-2900 for both colony area and rhizome spread at both locations.  Transgenic line Bx01-
5609 was not a strong competitor likely will not be pursued any further.     
It is not clear why the transgenic lines were more aggressive than the reference 
cultivars in Madison.  It could be related to differences in weather between the two sites.  
However, because the hybrid line HB-130, from which some of the transgenic and tissue 
culture lines were developed, was a hybrid with Texas bluegrass (Poa arachnifera Torr.), it 
would be expected that the Texas bluegrass characteristics would perform better in a more 
southern location such as Ames, IA.   
Other considerations for the differences in transgenic line performance between the 
two sites could be related to irrigation practices, fescue varieties used for competition, and 
soil type.   
Reduced-growth, glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass appears to show promise 
for commercialization.  Future research should include a similar study, including a transgenic 
line with only the GA2-oxidase gene inserted.  Studies should also measure the recuperative 
capacity of the transgenic Kentucky bluegrass compared to nontransformed lines and 
evaluate the reduction of mowing of the transgenic lines.   
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Table 1.  Cultivars and lines of bluegrass tested in a competitive stand of fine-leaf 
fescues at two locations. 
Glyphosate-resistant lines 
     Bx01-5609 
     Tx01-2900 
     Tx01-2875 
     Tx01-2862 
 
Nontransformed tissue culture control lines 
     021128c HB-130 (corresponds to Tx01-2900) 
     02080S HB-130 (corresponds to Tx01-2862 and Tx01-2875) 
     010607c Unique (corresponds to Bx01-5609) 
 
Reference cultivars 
     Texas bluegrass 
     ‘Midnight’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Touchdown’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Limousine’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘South Dakota’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     HB-1292 Kentucky bluegrass 
     HB-1302 Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Ascot’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Unique’ Kentucky bluegrass 
     HB-3292 Kentucky bluegrass 
     ‘Abbey’ Kentucky bluegrass 
2Result of hybrid cross between Texas bluegrass (Poa arachnifera Torr.) and 
Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L). 
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Figure 1.  Mean rhizome length of transgenic, tissue culture control, and reference cultivars 
of Kentucky bluegrass averaged over two years.  Data points for transgenic lines are means 
of 16 experimental units; data points for tissue culture lines are mean of 12 experimental 
units; reference cultivars are mean of 44 experimental units.  Panel A and B represent Ames, 
IA and Madison, WI respectively.   Data points within the same month with the same letter 
are not different at P ≤ 0.05.   
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Figure 2.  Mean rhizome length of lines ‘Unique,’ 010607c Unique, and Bx01-5609.  Each 
data point is the mean of four experimental units averaged over two years.  Panel A and B 
represent Ames, IA and Madison, WI respectively.  Data points within the same month with 
the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05.    
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Figure 3.  Mean rhizome length of lines HB-130, 021128c HB-130, and Tx01-2900.  Each 
data point is the mean of four experimental units averaged over two years.  Panel A and B 
represent Ames, IA and Madison, WI respectively.  Data points within the same month with 
the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 4.  Mean plant colony area of transgenic lines Bx01-5609, Tx01-2900, Tx01-2862, 
and Tx01-2875 in Ames, IA.  Each data point is the mean of four experimental units 
averaged over two years.  Data points within the same month with the same letter are not 
different at P ≤ 0.05.    
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Figure 5.  Mean plant colony area of transgenic, tissue culture, and reference cultivars of 
Kentucky bluegrass averaged over two years.  Data points of transgenic lines are mean of 16 
experimental units; data points of tissue culture lines are mean of 12 experimental units; 
reference cultivars are means of 44 experimental units.  Panel A and B represent Ames, IA 
and Madison, WI respectively.  Data points within same month with same letter are not 
different at P ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 6.  Mean plant colony area of HB-130, 021128c HB-130, and Tx01-2900 averaged 
over two years.  Data points are means of four experimental units for each line.  Panel A and 
B represent Ames, IA and Madison, WI respectively.  Data points within the same month 
with the same letter are not different at P ≤ 0.05.   
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
 
Noncompetitive study   
 Vegetative characteristics of the transgenic Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) 
lines confirmed that they were no more aggressive than either nontransformed tissue culture 
control lines or reference cultivars.  Results from Gardner et al. (2006) with glyphosate-
resistant creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera L.) in a noncompetitive setting agree with 
our findings.  The results clearly indicate which of the transgenic lines could be pursued 
further for potential commercial release.  Transgenic lines Tx01-2900 and Tx01-2875 
performed the best among all of the transgenic lines, while Tx01-2862 and Bx01-5609 
exhibited the poorest performance and quality.   
 Various field studies with transgenic plants (Schuh et al., 1993; Waterer et al., 
2000; Wang et al., 2003; Fei and Nelson, 2004) have examined similar reproductive and 
morphological characteristics as observed in this study.   
 There was no reason to infer that the CP4 enzyme affected floral characteristics.  
Any variation in heading date, number of days required for anthesis, or anthesis duration may 
have the ability to alter the fitness and progeny of transgenic lines.  With the exception of 
Bx01-5609, which had a shorter anthesis duration and shorter time between emergence and 
anthesis in 2004, flower phenology of the transgenic lines was similar to both the tissue 
culture control lines and reference cultivars.  The abbreviated time for anthesis to begin 
following flower emergence may enhance reproductive fitness.  However, transgenic line 
Bx01-5609 exhibited poor vegetative encroachment, thereby influencing the number of 
inflorescences produced, which was few.   
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 Morphological characteristics of Kentucky bluegrass inflorescences, including 
inflorescence length and spikelets per inflorescence, are two related characteristics that may 
influence the fitness of the transgenic bluegrasses (Fei and Nelson, 2004).  Morphological 
characteristics of the transgenic Kentucky bluegrass lines were either less than or no different 
than either the reference cultivars or tissue culture control lines in both years of the study.  
Similar results by Fei and Nelson (2004) were observed in a study with creeping bentgrass in 
a greenhouse experiment.   
 
Competitive study 
 Transgenic lines of Kentucky bluegrass were no more aggressive than their tissue 
culture control lines or reference cultivars at the Ames site.  Similar studies done previously 
by Gardner et al. (2003, 2004) on glyphosate-resistant creeping bentgrass are similar to the 
findings in Ames.  Data, however, indicated that transgenic lines performed better than 
reference cultivars, but were no more aggressive than tissue culture controls, at the Madison 
site.  Similarly to the noncompetitive study, the results from the competitive study presented 
us with a strong basis for which transgenic lines could be pursued further for potential 
commercial release.  Transgenic lines Tx01-2900 and Tx01-2875 performed the best among 
transgenic lines, while Tx01-2862 and Bx01-5609 performed the poorest.   
 It is not certain why transgenic lines were more aggressive than the reference 
cultivars in Madison.  It may be directly related to variations in the weather between the two 
sites.  However, because the hybrid line HB-130, from which three of the four transgenic 
lines were developed, was a hybrid of Kentucky bluegrass and Texas bluegrass (Poa 
arachnifera Torr.), it would be anticipated that the Texas bluegrass characteristics would 
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perform better in a more southern location such as Ames.  Other considerations to attribute 
the differences between transgenic lines between the two sites could be related to soil type, 
irrigation practices, or the fescue varieties used for competition.   
 
Competitive and noncompetitive study 
 The insertion and integration of the GA2-oxidase gene reduced the growth and 
elongation of the transgenic lines in two of the three studies compared to either the 
nontransformed reference cultivars or tissue culture control lines.  The reason why the GA2-
oxidase reduced one transgenic more than another was not evaluated in the studies, but the 
copy numbers, as well as the expression level of the gene, may have contributed to the 
observed differences.  The effect of the gene should be studied if these lines are considered 
for further observation and potential commercial release.   
 Previous studies with creeping bentgrass (Gardner et al., 2003, 2004, 2006; Fei 
and Nelson, 2004) indicate that transgenic turfgrass lines did not confer any agronomic 
advantage with the expression of the Agrobacterium CP4 EPSPS enzyme.  Differences 
among the transgenic lines could possibly be due to the compound effect of the glyphosate-
resistant gene and GA2-oxidase gene, or environmental effects in addition to the gene 
interaction.  It is impossible, however, to determine whether the transgenic lines would 
exhibit similar reduced-growth characteristics without the addition of the GA2-oxidase gene.  
Future studies done with the transgenic Kentucky bluegrasses should include a transgenic 
control with only the GA2-oxidase gene inserted and a transgenic control with only 
glyphosate resistance for true comparison between the transgenic lines.  This would allow for 
the separation of individual effects caused by each gene.   
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Summary 
 Reduced-growth, glyphosate-resistant Kentucky bluegrass shows promise for 
potential commercial release.  Future studies should include transgenic controls with the 
individual genes.  Studies should also measure the recuperative capacity of the transgenic 
bluegrass to evaluate how comparable it is to the nontransformed reference cultivars and 
tissue culture control lines.  Lastly, future studies should determine how reduced-growth 
effects impact requirements for mowing at different heights of cut due to the GA2-oxidase 
gene.   
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